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We have studied double Auger decay after C 1s→2�� photoexcitation in gas phase carbon monoxide. Two
distinct processes, namely direct double Auger decay and cascade double Auger decay, are identified and
studied in detail using multiple coincidence techniques. Cascade Auger decay is shown to be the overall
dominant process. Decay channels involving the dissociation of the molecule followed by autoionization of the
oxygen fragments are observed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the soft x-ray energy range �50 eV�h��1 keV�,
inner-shell electrons of atoms and molecules can be pro-
moted to unoccupied orbitals when the frequency of the in-
coming photon is tuned along discrete resonances, or ejected
into the continuum when the photon energy exceeds the ion-
ization potential. In both cases, a core hole is created leaving
the system in a highly unstable state that relaxes either by
radiative decay or Auger electron emission. For light ele-
ments �Z�26�, nonradiative decay is the dominant process
after K-shell excitation �1�. Nonradiative decay can usually
be described as a two-step process in which promotion of the
inner-shell electron is followed by relaxation of the core-
excited state and emission of an Auger electron. Auger decay
leads primarily to the formation of singly charged species,
when the system is photoexcited, or doubly charged ionic
final states when the system is core ionized. However, using
ion yield and electron spectroscopy, Carlson and Krause
�2,3� showed that above threshold, more than one Auger
electron can be emitted during the decay process leading to
the formation of multiply charged ions �+3 or more�, since in
many cases the inner-shell ionization energy lies above mul-
tiple ionization threshold. Following this pioneering work,
many studies on multiple Auger processes on rare gases have
been reported. The most recent were based on electron-
electron coincidence techniques �4–8�.

Double Auger emission may occur in two different ways.
The two electrons produced during the decay of a core hole
are ejected either simultaneously �direct double Auger� or
sequentially in a cascade process. In the first case, the two
Auger electrons share continuously the excess energy be-
tween the core-excited state and the final ionic state which is
determined by the energy conservation principle, and elec-
tron correlation has to be considered to describe such a mul-
tielectron process. This energy sharing leads to a continuous
distribution between the two Auger electrons with a pro-
nounced preference for a U-shaped asymmetric energy shar-
ing that corresponds to the emission of a slow and a fast
Auger electron �6�. In the second case, the two electrons are
emitted sequentially in a cascade Auger decay that gives rise
to a structured energy spectrum. Each electron has a discrete
energy that depends on the energy difference between the
initial, intermediate, and final states. Both cases have been
observed in rare gases. In particular, a direct double Auger
has been evidenced in Ar 2p �5,6� and Ne 1s �6� core hole
relaxation. For Xe 3d �8,9�, 4d �4,7,8�, Kr 3d �8�, and also
Ar 2p �10�, a structured energy spectrum characteristic of a
cascade Auger decay is prominent. Double electron emission
has also been found in resonant Auger decay process in rare
gases �11–13�.

In the case of molecules, the situation can be more diffi-
cult to apprehend. Multiple Auger decay leads to the forma-
tion of multiply charged molecular ions, which are intrinsi-
cally unstable species. Ionic fragmentation and dissociation
dynamics of multiply charged molecules have been exten-
sively studied �14–18�. Using time-of-flight mass spectrom-
etry and photoion-photoion coincidence techniques, it has
been previously shown that CO molecules photoexcited
along the C 1s→2�� resonance produce a significant yield
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of doubly charged ionic fragments �19�, therefore evidencing
the occurrence of double Auger decay. Four channels have
been identified, leading to the production of �a� C++O+, �b�
CO2+, �c� C2++O, and �d� O2++C, the dominant channel
�about 80%� corresponding to the production of C++O+ �19�.

Based on what is known for atoms, we can predict two
distinct processes contributing to the double Auger decay of
CO after 1s core-excitation or -ionization. The first one is a
direct process in which the molecule relaxes by emitting si-
multaneously two electrons, producing doubly charged states
of the parent molecules which eventually dissociate to C+

and O+, or C2++O or O2++C following:

CO� → CO2+ + efast
− + eslow

− → C+ + O+ + efast
− + eslow

− . �1�

By analogy with atoms, one expects that the energy is shared
between the two electrons leading to a continuous energy
distribution with a maximum probability to have a fast Auger
electron carrying most of the energy associated to a low en-
ergy Auger electron; therefore we use here already the nota-
tion efast and eslow.

The second process is sequential. It starts with the excita-
tion of the molecule and its relaxation by resonant Auger
decay, followed by the emission of a second electron in a
cascade process.

CO� → CO+� + efast
− → CO2+ + efast

− + eslow
−

→ C+ + O+ + efast
− + eslow

− . �2�

One electron is emitted at each step of the process and the
energy sharing depends on the energy difference between
singly charged intermediate CO�+ states and final electronic
states involved. Excited CO+� states can also dissociate prior
to electronic emission as

CO+� → C+ + O� or C� + O+

followed by autoionization of the neutral �oxygen or carbon�
fragment

O� → O+ + e−,

C� → C+ + e−. �3�

For both processes �1� and �2�, the final products are identi-
cal: two Auger electrons are emitted and one or two ions
�CO2+, C++O+, C2++O, or C+O2+�. Only the energy distri-
bution of the two electrons allows us to distinguish between
direct or sequential pathways.

The main difference with atoms is that the molecule may
dissociate at any step of the process leading to more complex
relaxation pathways than the simple one described above.
The internuclear distance is an additional degree of freedom
compared to the atomic case. In the case of CO, the
1s−12��+1 core-excited state is bound �19� and ultrafast dis-
sociation �faster than Auger decay� does not occur. However,
if the singly charged ion is created in a dissociative excited
state, it might be possible to observe the elongation of the
chemical bond in the sequential process.

In this paper, we report the experimental results obtained
on multiple Auger decay following resonant C 1s−12��+1

photoexcitation of isolated CO molecules by using different

experimental setups. Sequential and direct processes are both
observed and discussed. The remainder of this paper is orga-
nized as follows. Section II summarizes the different experi-
mental techniques we used. Section III introduces relevant
spectroscopic data needed for the discussion of our data. Sec-
tion IV is dedicated to the presentation of the results obtained
and a related discussion. It is divided into two sections. The
first one, Sec. IV A, presents the results obtained by electron-
ion�-ion� coincidence measurements. The second one, Sec.
IV B presents the results obtained by electron-electron coin-
cidence measurements.

II. EXPERIMENT

Due to the difficulty in measuring simultaneously several
particles �up to four in this study� in different kinetic energy
ranges, we used three complementary coincidence experi-
ments to investigate the energy and angular distributions of
the emitted particles, ions, and electrons. We have used two
different electron-ions coincidence experiments to measure
the energy distribution of the electrons associated with the
formation of the doubly charged CO2+ ion or C++O+,C2+

+O, or O2++C ionic pairs. The first one is the vector corre-
lation �VC� double velocity spectrometer �20,21�: it com-
bines time-of-flight and imaging techniques and is adapted to
the analysis of electrons and ionic fragments of comparable
and relatively low energies �Ee,i�15 eV�. The second ex-
periment, called EPICEA hereafter �22,23�, combines a time-
of-flight mass spectrometer with an electron analyzer dedi-
cated to fast electron measurements. Finally, high-resolution
electron-electron coincidences have been recorded with the
HERMES experiment �24� which is based on a magnetic
bottle time-of-flight �TOF� spectrometer.

A. Ion-ion-slow electron coincidence

The VC velocity spectrometer has been used to measure
the �VC+ ,VO+ ,Ve−� velocity vectors for each �C+,O+,e−� co-
incident event, corresponding to the dominant dissociative
photoionization channel populated by double Auger decay of
CO after 1s→2�� resonant excitation at h�=287.4 eV.
Here Ve− is the initial velocity of one “slow” electron �Ee
�15 eV� and VC+ and VO+ are the velocities of the two
ionic fragments. The �VC2+ ,Ve−�, �VO2+ ,Ve−�, and
�VCO2+ ,Ve−� velocity pairs for the three other channels popu-
lated by double Auger decay and leading to the production of
a doubly charged fragment �C2+�, �O2+� or parent ion �CO2+�,
were simultaneously recorded. Experiments were performed
on the bending magnet beamline SA22 at the Super-ACO
positron storage ring �Orsay, France� and also on undulator
beamline UE56/1-PGM-1 at BESSY �Berlin, Germany�.
Beamline SA22 provided photons in the 100–900 eV range
with a resolving power up to 5000 and about 90% degree of
linear polarization at the carbon 1s edge �25�. The experi-
ment was done during the two-bunch operation mode of
Super-ACO, providing a 120 ns period between light pulses
and a pulse duration of �t=800 ps. Beamline UE56/1-
PGM-1 provides up to 1�1012 photons /s in the 60–1400
eV range with elliptical or linear polarization �100%� �26,27�
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and a resolving power of about 10 000 at the C K edge. The
experiment was done during single bunch operation, provid-
ing a 800 ns period with a pulse duration of �t=50 ps.

The VC double velocity spectrometer described in detail
previously �20,21� was used in the electron-ion-ion coinci-
dence mode �28�. Briefly, the interaction region is defined at
the intersection of the photon beam and the molecular beam
produced on the SAPHIRS setup �29�, as schematized in Fig.
1. Electrons and ions are extracted from the interaction re-
gion in opposite direction by uniform electric fields �typi-
cally �100–150 V cm−1�. The magnitude of the extraction
field, combined with the use of two electrostatic lens sets �C
and C� in Fig. 1� that focus the particle trajectories, signifi-
cantly reduces broadening effects due to the finite dimen-
sions of the interaction region and ensures the 4� collection
of both particles �electrons and ions� for the studied pro-
cesses. Both particles then fly through equipotential tubes D
and D� before being detected by a position sensitive detector
�PSD� �E and E��. This spectrometer provides for each event
the impact position and TOF for each particle: �Xi ,Yi ,Ti� and
�Xe ,Ye ,Te�. Selection of the double Auger decay channels
listed above is based on the ion TOF information.
�C+,O+,e−� events are selected in the TOF1-TOF2 bidimen-
sional histogram of the �ion1 , ion2 ,e−� events as described
previously �28�, whereas selection of the �C2+,e−�, �O2+,e−�,
or �CO2+,e−� channels relies on the one-dimensional ion
TOF spectrum corresponding to the events where a single
ion is detected in coincidence with one electron. For the
�C+,O+,e−� channel, the conservation of momentum along
the x and y axes in the dissociation process CO2+→C++O+

is used to correct the events for the remaining spatial exten-
sion of the target and to discriminate the events produced in
the supersonic expansion from those arising from the minor
thermalized component �28�. The three components of the
emission velocity vector of each particle are then determined
from the �X, Y, T� triplets, leading to the �VC+ ,VO+ ,Ve−�,
�VC2+ ,Ve−�, �VO2+ ,Ve−�, and �VCO2+ ,Ve−� correlations dia-
grams. The main observable reported in this paper is the
electron-ion kinetic energy correlation diagram �KECD�. The
KECD is the bidimensional histogram of the events distrib-
uted as a function of the slow electron energy and the kinetic
energy release �KER� of the ion fragments, equal to the sum
of the kinetic energies of the two atomic fragments. Several

electron and KER energy spectra derived from the KECDs
provide information about the double Auger decay process,
to be compared with those obtained from the two other tech-
niques reported in the present paper. The �VC+ ,VO+ ,Ve− , ê�
vector correlation, where ê is the light quantization axis, as
well as the other �VC2+ ,Ve− , ê�, �VO2+ ,Ve− , ê�, and
�VCO2+ ,Ve− , ê� correlations also provide the molecular frame
angular distribution �see Refs. �20,21�� of the slow Auger
electrons. These results will be reported in a forthcoming
paper.

B. Ion-ion-fast Auger electron coincidence

The energy distribution of the fast Auger electron has
been obtained at the Swedish synchrotron radiation facility,
MAX-Laboratory, on the undulator beamline I411. This
beamline is equipped with a modified SX-700 monochro-
mator which includes a 1220 l/mm grating and a plane-
elliptical focusing mirror. It delivers 1011 to 1013 photons /s
�depending on the resolution� in the 50–1500 eV energy
range �30�. A typical resolving power of 5000 is achieved at
the carbon K edge.

We used the EPICEA setup dedicated to Auger electron-
ion-ion coincidence during multibunch operation. This setup
has been already described in detail elsewhere �22,23�.
Briefly, it consists of a double toroidal electron analyzer
coupled to a TOF mass spectrometer both equipped with a
PSD. Figure 2 shows a sketch of the setup. The monochro-
matized photon beam is focused onto an effusive gas beam

A

B'C' D

E'
E

CD' B

Photo
n

beam

FIG. 1. Sketch of the double-velocity spectrometer. A: super-
sonic molecular beam. B and B�: uniform field electrostatic elec-
trodes �prime refers to the ion side�. C and C�: nonuniform field
focusing lenses. D and D�: equipotential flight tube. E and E�:
position sensitive detector.

Photon beam
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C

D

E

E’

F

G

FIG. 2. Sketch of the EPICEA setup dedicated to Auger
electron-ion-ion coincidences. A: gas inlet system providing a dif-
fuse gas jet. B: extraction plate. C: focusing electrostatic lens for
electrons. D: double toroidal analyzer. E �E� for ions�: position
sensitive detector. F: focusing lens for ions. G: field free flight tube.
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�A in Fig. 2� at the center of the extraction region. The work-
ing pressure in the chamber is kept at �10−5 Torr. The in-
teraction region is kept field free �in order to preserve the
kinetic energy �KE� resolution of the electron analyzer
�around 1 eV in our experiment� until the detection of an
electron triggers a pulsed field to extract the ions �B�. Fast
electrons are focused by a set of electrostatic lenses �C�,
optimized for high transmission �31�, onto the entrance slit
of an analyzer of double toroidal geometry �D�. The angular
acceptance of the electron analyzer is about 5% of 4� sr
�22�. Electrons are detected on a PSD �E�. The initial kinetic
energy of the electrons is derived from the radius of impact
of the electrons on the PSD. No correction for the transmis-
sion of the optics of the analyzer has been applied to our
spectra. The pulsed extraction field �adjustable pulse height
of a few hundreds of V/cm� applied on plate �B�, after de-
tection of an Auger electron as a trigger, allows the collection
of all fragment ions. A focusing lens system is used for tra-
jectory correction �F�. The ions fly through a field free region
�flight tube G�, and are detected on a PSD �E��. We have
measured coincidences either between the �CO2+� or the
�C+,O+� ions pairs and fast Auger electrons emitted during
double Auger decay.

C. Electron-electron coincidence

Electron-electron coincidences were measured at high en-
ergy resolution using a magnetic bottle as a multielectron
spectrometer. This apparatus, HERMES �high energy reso-
lution multielectron spectrometer�, was used on beamline
UE56/2-PGM-1 �26,27� at BESSY, Berlin. The experiment
was performed during single bunch mode of the synchrotron
source �800 ns period� allowing for TOF measurements. The
beamline delivers 1010 to 1012 photons /s in the 60–1500 eV
energy range.

The TOF-PEPECO �time-of-flight-photoelectron-
photoelectron coincidence� method has been detailed else-
where �7�. The multielectron spectrometer used here is a
smaller version �2.4 m instead of 5 m� of the one developed
by Eland in Oxford �24�. Its principle is the measurement of
electrons TOF in a magnetic bottle. Electrons are detected
with a microchannel plate detector coupled to a multihit
time-to-digital converter. Multicoincidences events between
electrons are analyzed in energy after conversion of the time-
of-flight. Figure 3 shows a sketch of the setup. The gas beam
effusing from a 500 �m inner-diameter needle �A� crosses
the monochromatized light beam at a right angle. The work-
ing pressure in the chamber is kept at �10−6 Torr to limit
the count rate at a level where random coincidences remain
negligible. A conical strong permanent magnet �0.7 T at con-
tact, diameter=24 mm� is positioned with its pole close to
the interaction region �B� with help of a 3-axis manipulator.
The inhomogeneous field repels the electrons and parallel-
izes their trajectories, thus constituting a magnetic mirror for
electrons. The electrons are then guided by a weak magnetic
field ��1 mT� through the 2.4 m long solenoid �D� toward
the detector. A double �-metal layer �C� insures shielding
from external magnetic fields. The electrons are detected on
a stack of three microchannel plates �E�. Essentially a 4�

solid angle collection is provided by the permanent magnet.
The resolution was found to be 	E /E=1% to 2%.

III. SPECTROSCOPIC DATA ON CO MOLECULES

The electronic configuration of the CO ground state can
be written as �1
�2�2
�2�3
�2�4
�2�1��4�5
�2�2��0X 1�+.
Figure 4 displays the orbital population of the CO molecular
orbitals in terms of simple atomic contribution. The C 1s
atomic core level corresponds to the �2
� molecular orbital:
excitation along the C 1s→2�� resonance at h�=287.4 eV
�19� creates a hole in the 2
 core orbital and promotes an
electron into the lowest empty valence orbital 2�, leading to
the configuration �1
�2�2
�1�3
�2�4
�2�1��4�5
�2�2��1.

Table I lists the threshold energies for the formation of
CO2+ and C++O+ and other fragmentation channels as well
as known thermochemical limits. Table II lists some of the

2.5 m

B

C
D

E

Photo
n

beam

A

FIG. 3. Sketch of the magnetic bottle spectrometer. A: perma-
nent conical magnet. B: hypodermic needle for sample gas intro-
duction. C: 2.5-m-long solenoid. D: �-metal shielding. E: micro-
channel plates.
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FIG. 4. Schematic of the molecular energy levels for CO.
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main electronics states of CO2+ known from calculations and
measurements �34,36–39�. The energies from Refs. �34,36�
were obtained at the neutral ground-state equilibrium inter-
nuclear distance �RC-O=1.128 Å �34�� while values from
Ref. �37� were obtained at equilibrium geometry for the
C 1s core-excited state �RC-O=1.07 Å �40��. It is important
to note that most of the CO2+ states are populated differently
by direct double photoionization or by Auger decay as dis-
cussed in �34�.

The stability of the CO2+ dication is well-documented.
Formation threshold energies for the four channels �a�–�d�
�see below, Sec. IV A for definition of the channels� are re-
ported in Table I. In particular threshold energies for chan-
nels �a� and �b� were found at 41.325 eV for CO2+ and 35.98
eV for C++O+ thermodynamic threshold �34,35�.

According to previous studies, CO2+ ions exhibit only a
few quasistable levels �35,41�. The v=0 vibrational level of

the X 3� �ground state� is quasistable with a lifetime t
3.8 s. The lifetime of higher levels decreases dramatically
as their energy increases and, 0.4 eV above the doubly
charged ion ground state, there is no level with a lifetime
greater than 0.1 �s. Within this 0.4 eV, there is only the v
=1 level of the electronic ground state �X 3�� and the v=0
level of the first electronic excited state �1�+�. These two
levels are degenerate within 0.1 eV and have a lifetime
greater than 10 �s. As a consequence, we observe only a
small amount ��4.5%� of CO2+ ions compared to the domi-
nant C++O+ channel ��82%�. Under our experimental con-
ditions, the CO2+ parent ions have a time of flight of about
2 �s. The electronic states of the dication lying above the
v=0 levels of the X 3� and the 1�+ states are unstable and
decay by dissociation to the ground state C+�2P�+O+�4S�,
through electronic predissociation by the dissociative 3�−

state, and to the first excited state C+�2P�+O+�2D� with the
dissociation limit, respectively, at 35.98 and 39.30 eV
�19,32,34,35� �see Table I�.

Equation �2� describes a sequential double electron emis-
sion process involving CO+ electronic states. The CO+� ionic
states to be considered in the studied reactions have binding
energies above the C+�2P�+O+�4S� lowest formation limit at
36 eV. Such one-hole �1h� and two-holes–one-electron �2h-
1e� CO+� excited states have been assigned between 36 eV
up to 60 eV, and correspond to, e.g., �3
�−1 or
�5
�−1�1��−1�2��+1 electronic configurations �42–44�. The
resonant Auger decay spectrum �not shown here, see �45� for
instance� ranges from 12 eV up to 80 eV in binding energy
and features the electronic states of CO+, known from differ-
ent measurements and calculations �40,42–47�. One-hole
states �1h� and two-hole-one-electron states �2h-1e� have
been well-identified up to the 2� state lying at �52.5 eV.
The only identified electronic states lying in the 38–80 eV
binding energy range are the 2��5
−11�−12�+1�,
2	�3
−11�−12�+1�, and 2��5
−11�−12�+1� states.

Following Eq. �3�, it is possible to observe autoionizing
states of an excited neutral fragment after dissociation of
CO+ electronic states in C++O� or C�+O+. Table III gives
the known autoionizing states of neutral oxygen extracted
from �48–51� since this channel was dominantly observed in
studies near double photoionization threshold �49�.

TABLE I. Fragmentation channels and known thermochemical
limits for the dissociation of the CO2+ dication.

Channel
Limit

�eV� �32,33,35�

CO2+ 41.325

C+�2P�+O+�4S� 35.98

C+�2P�+O+�2D� 39.30

C+�2P�+O+�2P� 41.0

C+�4P�+O+�4S� 41.33

C+�4P�+O+�2D� 44.6

C2+�1S�+O�3P� 45.75

C2+�1S�+O+�4S� 59.36

C�3P�+O2+�3P� 59.87

C++O2+�3P� 71.13

C3+�2S�+O�3P� 93.6

TABLE II. CO2+ dication electronic states and their energies in
the Franck-Condon �FC� region relative to the CO ground state.

Binding energy
�eV�

Symmetry Configuration Refs. �34,35� Ref. �36� Ref. �37�

3� �5
�−1�1��−1 41.325 41.294 41.127
1�+ �5
�−2 41.525 41.700 40.861
1� �5
�−1�1��−1 41.846 41.814 41.680
3�+ �4
�−1�5
�−1 42.5 43.573 42.927
3�− �1��−2 44.4 44.956
1�+ �4
�−1�5
�−1 45.3 45.480 44.362
1	 �1��−2 46.5 46.804
3� �4
�−1�1��−1 48.3 – 47.323
1�+ �1��−2 49.3 – 48.280
1� �4
�−1�1��−1 50.7 – 50.080
1�+ �4
�−2 – – 54.832
3�+ �3
�−1�5
�−1 – – 62.321
3� �3
�−1�1��−1 – – 66.204
3�+ �3
�−1�4
�−1 – – 68.279

TABLE III. Autoionizing states of atomic oxygen from �48,49�
and optical data from �50� �see also �51��. Electron energies are
relative to the O+�4S� ground state of the ionic fragment.

Configuration Electron energy
�eV�

2s22p3�2D�3p 3D 0.429

2s22p3�2D�3p 3F 0.482

2s22p3�2P�3s 3P 0.506

2s22p3�2P�3s 1P 0.754

2s22p3�2D�3p 1D 0.842

2s22p3�2D�3d 3P 1.675

2s22p3�2D�3d 3D 1.788

2s22p3�2D�4d 3F , 3D 2.461
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IV. RESULTS

A. Ion-ion-electron coincidence

Using the VC method, four different channels correspond-
ing to double Auger decay have been studied:

�a� h� + CO → C+ + O+ + 2e−,

�b� h� + CO → CO2+ + 2e−,

�c� h� + CO → C2+ + O + 2e−,

�d� h� + CO → C + O2+ + 2e−.

In the previous investigation by Hitchcock et al. �19�, the
ion-branching ratios between the double ionization channels
�a�–�d� have been evaluated to �a� 78%, �b� 3%, �c� 12.5%,
and �d� 6.25% �see Table IV of Ref. �19��. In the VC experi-
ment we have used one-dimensional TOF spectra for selec-
tion of the �CO2+,e−�, �C2+,e−�, and �O2+,e−� events, and
TOF1-TOF2 histograms for selection of the �C+,O+,e−�,
�C2+,O+,e−�, and �C+,O2+ ,e−� events. Indeed, in order to
achieve a meaningful characterization of channels �c� �C2+

+O� and �d� �O2++C� one must perform a weighted subtrac-
tion between the �C2+,e−� and �O2+,e−� events and those
corresponding to the aborted triple ionization events for
which an O+ ion, or a C+ ion, respectively, has not been
detected due to the limited detection efficiency. Selection of
these events leads to the measured relative branching ratios
�a� 82%, �b� 4%, �c� 9%, and �d� 5%, the relative uncertainty
on each value being of the order of 10%. We note that these
numbers rely on a 4� collection of the two or three particles
in the limits Ee�10 eV, EC++O+ �10 eV, and EC2++O2+

�20 eV. Beyond these limits the angular collection is pro-
gressively reduced. Taking this into account, the consistency
with the data reported previously �19� is very satisfactory.

In the following we report in Secs. IV A 1 and IV A 2 the
results obtained for the channels �a� and �b� using the VC
method, and complementary results using the EPICEA setup
concerning the production of high energy Auger electrons.
The results for channels �c� and �d� are reported in Sec.
IV A 3. The electron-electron coincidence results reported in
Sec. IV B enlighten the discussion of the processes observed
with the previous methods.

1. Channel (a): C++O+

The electron-ion kinetic energy correlation diagram
�KECD� of the �C+,O+,e−� events corresponding to the
dominant channel �a� displayed in Fig. 5�a� shows the distri-
bution of the coincident events as a function of the electron
energy Ee and the KER of the fragment ions. As mentioned
above, a 4� collection of electrons and ions is achieved un-
der the limits in energy Ee�10 eV and KER�17.5 eV.
The KECD divides into two parts: region I corresponding to
low KERs �KER�5.25 eV� is weakly populated �about 4%
of the events�, whereas most events �96%� are found in the
5.25�KER�17.5 eV region �II�, which includes distinct
structures. Figure 5 shows a detailed view of the Ee�7 eV
and KER�14 eV region that contains most of the
�C+,O+,e−� relevant features.

The structure identified in region I is characterized by a
continuous ion fragment energy distribution with increasing
intensity from 0 to 5 eV, and a well-defined electron energy
Ee�0.5 eV �FWHM�0.5 eV� �see Fig. 6�a��.

A small secondary electron peak is seen around 2 eV. The
Ee�0.5 eV energy peak has been observed in several stud-
ies of valence double photoionization below the adiabatic
double ionization potential �for instance, �49,52� and refer-
ences therein� and assigned to O� atomic autoionization �see
Table III�: its production results from complete dissociation
of a CO+� molecular ion followed by autoionization of the
atomic oxygen fragment. In the TOF-PEPECO spectra re-
ported in �49�, several CO+� ionic states lying in the 36.4–40
eV binding energy region are vibrationally resolved when the
O� final state is identified and assigned to Rydberg states
converging to the lowest CO2+ ionic states. Such states lead
to KERs in the 0–3.4 eV range. We assign the structure in
region I to a similar scheme �see Eq. �2��, where the CO+�

molecular ion is produced by Auger relaxation of the
CO��1s�−1�2���+1� core excited molecule opened as soon as
the decay CO+� state populated in the FC region lies above
the ground state dissociation limit C+�2P�+O+�4S� at 36 eV.
This interpretation is supported by the electron-electron co-
incidence results reported in Sec. IV B.

The 0–5 eV KER distribution in region I is consistent
with the production of CO+� ions in the 36–41.235 eV bind-
ing energy region dissociating into C+�2P�+O��3D , 3F , 3P�
at about 36.5 eV. However it may a priori also involve CO+�

ions lying above the CO2+�X 3�� state that could dissociate,
for instance, to C+�4P�+O��3D , 3F , 3P� limits lying at about
41.9 eV or to higher limits.

Region II of the KECD starts from KER values identified
for the lowest dissociative CO2+ ionic states. The dominant
structure labeled � has its maximum at �Ee�2 eV, KER
�6.5 eV�. The KER peak at 6.5 eV, populated for all Ee
electron energies in the 0�Ee�10 eV range �see Figs.
6�d�–6�f��, is well-resolved compared to the higher KER
structures in Fig. 5�b�. It can be assigned to the
CO2+�1� ,v=0,9� electronic state �35,39,53� located in the
41.8–43 eV binding energy region. These states dissociate to
the ground state limit C+�2P�+O+�4S� at 36 eV. A contribu-
tion to peak � of the dissociative components of the lower
CO2+�X 3� ,v�3� and CO2+�1�+� electronic states populat-
ing the same limit cannot be excluded. The electron energy
distribution associated to peak �, centered at Ee�2 eV, is
rather extended with a flat maximum lying from 1.5 to 2.5
eV and a full width at half maximum �FWHM� of 4 eV �see
also Fig. 6�b��. This width is significantly larger than the
energy resolution which is 1.3 eV for 2 eV energy electrons.
The vertical shape of peak � excludes a continuous energy
sharing between the slow electron and the nuclei that would
confer a diagonal shape to the electron-ion kinetic energy
correlation peak. Therefore the electron energy width of peak
� must be attributed to a local energy sharing between the
fast and slow electrons that should in principle be observed
in the electron-electron coincidence data �see Sec. IV B�.

The characteristics of peak � are consistent with a two-
step sequential decay where emission of a fast Auger elec-
tron populates one or several CO+� state�s� which then au-
toionizes to the CO2+�1�� state: the 4 eV width of the
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electron distribution suggests that the intermediate CO+�

states must either be strongly repulsive in the FC region or
correspond to a dense series, centered in the 44 to 45 eV
binding energy region above the CO ground state. In the
deexcitation spectrum �DES� of Eberhardt et al. �42�, this
binding energy region corresponds to the prominent 4 eV
broad peak D4 �FWHM� assigned to spectator Auger decay
to two-hole-one-electron �2h-1e� satellite states of
�3
�−1�5
�−1�2��+1 dominant configuration, consistent with
multichannel Schwinger configuration interaction calcula-
tions �43�. Therefore we assign peak � to molecular autoion-
ization of spectator Auger decay satellite CO+� states popu-
lated in the 42–47 eV binding energy region �D4�, into the
dissociative components of CO2+�1�� �CO2+�X 3� ,v�3�
and CO2+�1�+�� electronic state�s�.

Although the electron energy spectrum for the 6.5 eV
KER is dominated by the � structure discussed above, the
detailed shape of the electron energy distribution in Fig. 6�b�
indicates a contribution from other processes since, for in-
stance, a relative maximum may be inferred for Ee
�0.5 eV. In Figs. 6�a�–6�c�, the reported electron energy
spectra correspond to an additional 60° ��z�120° angular
selection of electrons emitted about a plane perpendicular to

the spectrometer axis z. This procedure allows us to extract
events with improved electron energy resolution, whereas the
relative importance of the structures is unchanged due to the
rather isotropic angular distribution of the electrons in the
laboratory frame ��e�−0.2�. Finally, we observe a low in-
tensity tail extending to Ee�10 eV which suggests the con-
tribution of an underlying continuous energy distribution that
can be assigned to direct double Auger decay leading to the
population of the CO2+�1��,CO2+�X 3� ,v�3�, and/or
CO2+�1�+� states.

Two other structures in the KECD, Figs. 5�a� and 6�d�, �
and �, whose maxima correspond to larger KERs, partially
resolved at about 8.3 and 9.5 eV, and a smaller electron
energy, Ee�0.5 eV, are identified in the KECD. A second-
ary maximum �Ee�1.5 eV� is seen in the electron energy
distribution corresponding to the 8.3 eV KER ��� in Figs.
6�c� and 6�e��. These KERs �� and � structures� may be
assigned to the CO2+�1 3�+� and CO2+�2 1�+� electronic
states dissociating to the ground state limit C+�2P�+O+�4S�
at 36 eV �35,39,53�, lying at 43.8–44.3 eV and 45.5–45.8 eV
binding energies, respectively. The Ee-KER energy correla-
tion corresponding to � and � favors the interpretation of
these structures as due to molecular autoionization of CO+�
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FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Ee-KER kinetic energy correlation diagram �KECD� of the �C+,O+,e−� events; region I �KER�5.25 eV� and
region II �5.25�KER�14 eV� including structures �, �, and � �see text�; �b� total KER distribution, and �c� total electron energy
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states populated by Auger decay at 44.3–44.8 eV and 46–
46.3 eV binding energies, also corresponding to the D4 peak
in the DES spectrum �42�. We do not exclude at this point the
underlying contribution of 0.5 eV electron emission due to
the autoionization of the oxygen atom as discussed above
�see Eq. �2��. A CO+� state lying, for instance, at 45 eV
binding energy �maximum of peak D4� and dissociating to
the C+�4P�+O��3D , 3F , 3P� limits would indeed involve typi-
cally a KER of 8.5 eV. It is unlikely that such a CO+� state
would have a well-defined energy leading to the observed
structures. However, a broader KER distribution correspond-
ing to the population of dissociative repulsive CO+� ionic
states might contribute to the Ee�0.5 eV line. This possi-
bility is supported by the electron-electron coincidence ob-
servations �see Figs. 13 and 14 and related discussion�. For
KERs larger than 10 eV and electron energies outside the
structures discussed above, the energy distribution of the
�C+,O+,e−� events in the KECD is rather continuous, signifi-
cantly decreasing as the KER and/or the electron energy in-
crease as seen in Fig. 6. These events may be attributed to
higher binding energy regions which may a priori involve
Auger decay to CO+� highly excited states, followed by ion-
ization to CO2+ dissociative states and/or direct double Auger
decay to CO2+ repulsive ionic states, characterized by a qua-
sicontinuous electron energy sharing between the fast and
slow electrons. We note that the structures discussed above
are smeared out in the Ee total energy distribution corre-
sponding to the projection of the 2D KECD onto the Ee
vertical axis of Fig. 5�c�, which illustrates the overall de-
creasing low energy electron emission probability as a func-
tion of Ee. The total KER distribution resulting from the

projection of the KECD onto the horizontal axis of Fig. 5�b�
remains structured. The energy resolution in the KER spec-
trum is significantly enhanced with respect to previously re-
ported KER energy distributions in photoion-photoion-
coincidence �PIPICO� measurements �19,54� at the same
photon energy, although the envelopes of the spectra have
comparable shapes. As discussed above, the structures with
maxima observed at 6.5, 8.3, and 9.5 eV are assigned to the
population of the CO2+�1�� �which partially overlaps with
CO2+�X 3�� and CO2+�1�+� states�, CO2+�1 3�+�, and
CO2+�2 1�+� states, respectively. We cannot exclude a con-
tribution from other CO2+ ionic states because of the large
density of states lying in the same binding energy region
�32�. In order to emphasize this comparison, we recall that
the spectrum in Fig. 5�b� is the KER distribution for the
�C+,O+,e−� events in the relevant KER�14 eV region, with
the restriction that the slow electron collection is complete
only for Ee�10 eV �excluding events corresponding to less
asymmetric energy sharing between the two escaping elec-
trons�, although previous results characterize a priori the
whole �C+,O+� events. Finally the measured KER spectrum
at the 1s→2�� resonance �h�=287.4 eV� is significantly
different from that obtained above ionization threshold �not
shown here�, which shows the dominant contribution of
KERs assigned to the production of the CO2+�1�� and
CO2+�2 1�+� electronic states, and a weaker contribution
from the CO2+�1 3�+� �53�.

The spectrum displayed in Fig. 7 shows the energy distri-
bution of the fast and slow Auger electrons measured in co-
incidence with the C++O+ ion pairs. The low energy part of
the spectrum �0–16 eV�, measured with the VC spectrometer
is identical to the one reported in Fig. 5�c�. The high energy
part �225–250 eV� is obtained with the EPICEA spectrom-
eter. It shows two structures, which correspond to D4 �40–50
eV binding energy� and D5 �50–60 eV binding energy� re-
solved peaks in the DES spectrum reported by Eberhardt et
al. �42� which has been used for calibration. As discussed
above peak D4 has been assigned to spectator Auger decay
into 2h-1e satellite CO+ states with �3
�−1�5
�−1�2��+1 prin-
cipal configurations �42,43�, whereas D5 is assigned to
�3
�−1�1��−1�2��+1 and �3
�−1�4
�−1�2��+1 principal con-
figurations �42�. Their attribution to the �C++O+� channel is
consistent with the previous discussion of the structures ob-
served in the KECD and establishes the higher binding en-
ergy region assigned as D5 does play a role in the production
of the �C++O+� channels.
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For the five identified KER regions, we report for the sake
of completeness the measured � ion fragment asymmetry
parameters �see Table IV�, while the electron asymmetry pa-
rameter in these selections is �e�−0.20��0.05�. The �C++O+

asymmetry parameters are consistent with those reported by
Saito et al. �54� in the KER regions 4–8 eV ���−0.4� and
larger than 12 eV ���−0.95�. They evidence a breakdown
of the axial recoil approximation for the dissociation of CO2+

ionic states corresponding to KERs below 10 eV, as also
observed in molecular frame photoemission studies above
the C 1s ionization threshold �53�. For the larger KERs, the
�C+/O+ �−1 is consistent with the � symmetry of the 1s
→2�� transition, as long as the axial recoil approximation is
valid.

2. Channel (b): CO2+

Figure 8 shows the electron kinetic energy distribution
measured in coincidence with CO2+ ions, after resonant pho-
toexcitation at h�=287.4 eV. The low energy part of the
spectrum �0–16 eV� is measured with the VC spectrometer,
while the high energy part �234–250 eV� is obtained with
EPICEA.

The low electron energy spectrum shows a broad distri-
bution with a flat maximum at Ee�2 eV, and about 5 eV
width �FWHM�. The quasistable states of CO2+ consist of the
ground state CO2+�X 3� , v=0,1� and the CO2+�1�+ , v
=0� levels, restricted in a 0.4 eV energy region �41.3–41.7
eV� �see Sec. III�. Therefore channel �b� is attributed to a fast
electron Auger decay to CO+� ionic states lying in the 41.5–
46.5 eV binding energy region centered about 43.5 eV �D4
region in the DES spectrum �42��, followed by autoioniza-
tion to CO2+:

CO� → CO+� + efast
− → CO2+ + efast

− + eslow
− .

We identify the present reaction as the nondissociative com-
ponent of process �. On the high-energy side, we observe a

single peak with a maximum at �244 eVof kinetic energy
which is the counterpart of the low energy spectrum: it cor-
responds to CO+ states of �43 eV binding energy, 2 eV
above the lowest CO2+�X 3� , v=0,1� and CO2+�1�+ , v
=0� states �see Table II�.

3. Channel (c,d): C2++O and O2++C

The KECDs corresponding to reactions �c� and �d�, ob-
tained after an appropriate weighted subtraction of the pairs
of KECDs corresponding to the �C2+,e−� events ��O2+,e−�
respectively� and to the �C2+,O+,e−� events ��C+,O2+ ,e−�
respectively�, display no discrete structures. Because the sta-
tistics is low, we present the data in terms of one-
dimensional Ee and KER distributions in Fig. 9. The electron
energy distribution for both reactions �Figs. 9�b� and 9�d�� is
continuously decreasing, suggesting direct double Auger de-
cay, however, the slope of the distribution is much smaller
than the one observed for reaction leading to �C+ /O+� �Figs.
6�b� and 6�c��.

The intensity at Ee=10 eV is only about half of the maxi-
mum of the distribution at low energy �below 1 eV for reac-
tion �c� and about 2 eV for reaction �d��, therefore the dis-
crimination conditions are more severe for these channels
than for channels �a� and �b� in the reported experiment. The
KER distribution for reaction �c� extends from 0 to 20 eV,
with relative maxima at 9, 13.5, and 17 eV. Considering the
CO2+ electronic states populated by double Auger decay in
reaction �c� which dissociates into the C2+�1S�+O�3P�
ground state limit at 45.75 eV, the observed structures corre-
spond to CO2+ binding energy regions extending from 46 to
66 eV, centered at about 55, 59, and 63 eV. The fast electrons
involved in the direct two electron decay, associated with the
low electrons observed, would then belong to the D5 region
�50–60 eV� in the DES spectrum �42�. Similarly, the KER
distribution for reaction �d� extends from 0 to 20 eV, with a
broad maximum for KERs about 10 eV. For the CO2+ elec-
tronic states involved in reaction �d� which dissociate into
the C�3P�+O2+�3P� ground state limit at 59.87 eV, the ob-
served structures correspond to CO2+ binding energy regions

TABLE IV. � asymmetry parameter for different KER selec-
tions indicated in the table between the brackets..

KER selection �eV� �C+/O+��0.05�

�0–5.25� −0.75

�5–7.50� −0.40

�7.5–9.30� −0.70

�9.3–11.0� −0.85

�11–17.5� −0.95
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Electron energy spectrum corresponding
to the production of CO2+ bound states.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� KER and electron energy spectra for
reaction C2++O �panels �a� and �b�� and for reaction O2++C �pan-
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extending from 60 to 80 eV, centered at about 70 eV. The fast
electrons corresponding to the low electrons observed would
then participate to the flat higher energy distribution above
peak D5 �42�. These attributions are further discussed below.

B. Electron-electron coincidence

In order to probe in detail the mechanisms involving a
cascade Auger decay, high energy resolution measurements
are required. The magnetic bottle spectrometer provides a
resolution 	E /E�1.6% �limited to 10 meV below 1 eV�
�10�. The energy resolution obtained for fast Auger electrons
is on the contrary rather poor, �4 eV, but is sufficient to
obtain crucial information on sequential double Auger decay.
Because ions are not detected in this experiment, no selec-
tion on the dissociation pathway is possible. However, coin-
cidence measurements of two electrons limit the uncertainty
on the dissociation pathways leading to the production of
doubly charged species. We note that electronic decay via
three-electrons emission after C 1s→2�� excitation is only
2% �Table IV of Hitchcock et al. �19�� compared to 29% for
two-electrons emission. Consequently pollution of the data
from three-electrons processes was neglected.

First, we show in Fig. 10 the energy distribution of all
electrons detected in coincidence, from 0 to �250 eV. Since
no selection is made on the ions channel, the distribution
shown in Fig. 10 includes the contribution of channels �a�–
�d� and contains the sum of the energy distributions in Figs.
5–9. Figure 10 clearly shows that the distribution of elec-
trons is continuous over the whole energy range and has a
U-shape suggesting contribution from the direct double Au-
ger. However, far ends also include the contribution from
sequential processes, and it is the presence of electron emis-
sion at intermediate energy �30–200 eV� which is the clear
signature of direct double Auger decay, since there are no
electronic states of singly charged ion CO+ that could explain
these measured kinetic energies. Therefore direct double Au-
ger decay represents at least 20% of the overall �direct
+sequential� double Auger process by integrating this spec-

trum, if we assume a constant energy distribution for direct
double Auger contribution taken in the energy region where
no CO+ states lies and neglect the characteristic U-shape
discussed above. Figure 11 shows the electron-electron en-
ergy correlation diagram for the two Auger electrons after
excitation at the C 1s→2�� resonance. Since the sum of
both kinetic energies defines a given electronic CO2+ state in
the case of double ionization in the Franck-Condon region,
the energy distribution corresponding to a direct Auger decay
to a specific CO2+ state appears as diagonal lines in the two-
dimensional �2D� map. Most of the intensity in the 2D map
is concentrated in the region with a slow electron in the �0,
20� eV energy range and a fast electron in the �230, 250� eV
range, which corresponds to the ends of the electron energy
distributions in Figs. 7, 8, and 10. Figure 12�a� shows an
enlargement of this part of the �e− ,e−� correlation diagram,
where sequential Auger decay is observed. As it will be de-
tailed in the following, the two broad vertical bands observed
correspond to the decay of a CO+� intermediate �see Eq. �2��
while the thin horizontal lines reveal the autoionization of
excited states O� in atomic oxygen �see Eq. �3��.

Figure 12�b� shows the energy distribution of the fast
electron. The two features can be assigned to electronic
states of CO+� �D4 and D5 �45�� in agreement with Fig. 7
where two structures attributed to CO+� states are visible.
The slight difference in the relative intensity of peaks D4 and
D5 in both experiments can be attributed to the contribution
of the �C2+,O� channel, absent in Fig. 7, and which has been
shown to be populated efficiently upon D5 decay �see Sec.
IV A 3�, it can also originate in part from the lack of correc-
tion in the analyzer transmission in the high energy part in
Fig. 7. The D4 /D5 ratio was also found to be significantly
larger in the noncoincident electron spectrum measured with
HERMES �2.6 compared to 1.2 in Fig. 12�b��, in agreement
with previous measurements of the resonant Auger spectra
�42,45�. We attribute this to a high probability for the D4
states to escape autoionization, and evolve to a dissociation
path involving an ion and a neutral fragment.
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In the two-dimensional map of Fig. 12, the broad diagonal
line indicates the location of electron pairs associated with
the formation of the stable CO2+ vibrational states. Figure
12�c� shows the energy distribution of the slow electrons
along this diagonal line. Due to limited energy resolution on
the fast electron, the sole contribution of the stable CO2+

vibrational states cannot be isolated in our data. Instead a 4
eV wide region across this diagonal line was selected. This
region is represented in Fig. 12 by two diagonal lines. Thus
Fig. 12�c� includes the contribution from CO2+ states in the
39–43 eV binding energy range. Sharp peaks are observed
and are assigned to a fast dissociation into C+ and O� frag-
ments followed by the autoionization of the atomic oxygen
O�. These atomic peaks lie on top of a broader feature
��4 eV wide� centered at around 2 eV kinetic energy, as
shown in Fig. 12�c�. From the two-dimensional map in Fig.
12, we can interpret this feature as the decay of the states D4.
We attribute it to autoionization of the states D4 in the
Franck-Condon region, i.e., to molecular autoionization. Our
measurements do not allow us to separate qualitatively this
molecular contribution from direct double Auger decay:
higher resolution for energetic electrons would be necessary.
Therefore we cannot quantify the ratio between direct Auger
and sequential decay due to molecular autoionization. Auto-
ionization of the states D4 can populate stable CO2+ vibra-
tional states, providing some intensity along the diagonal line
in Fig. 12, or dissociative CO2+ states of higher binding en-

ergies on the left of this diagonal line. This is in perfect
agreement with the previous observations of a 2 eV wide
peak in coincidence with CO2+ ions �Fig. 8, Sec. IV A 2� or
with C++O+ fragments �process � in Fig. 5�. As discussed
previously the fixed 6.5 eV KER for the C++O+ � dissocia-
tion path should imply an energy sharing between the fast
and slow electron giving a −1 slope in the �e− ,e−� correlation
map. This is not observed in Fig. 12, probably because of the
poor resolution �4 eV� at high kinetic energy. The apparent
−1 slope for the intensities along the diagonal line in Fig. 12
is attributed to an edge effect corresponding to the opening
of the population of CO2+ states in the Franck-Condon re-
gion. From the �e− ,e−� correlation map in Fig. 12, we ob-
serve that autoionization of the states D4 also produces low
energy electrons as low as 0 eV; a second maximum around
0.5 eV can be estimated below the sharp atomic lines. This
leads to population of CO2+ states centered around 44.5 eV
binding energy, which is consistent with process � described
previously.

Autoionization of states D5 leads to secondary low energy
electrons of 0–5 eV kinetic energy. From Figs. 11 and 12, we
rule out the autoionization of the D5 states to the CO2+

ground states, in agreement with the previous electron-ion
coincidence measurements. Instead, CO2+ states of higher
binding energies, in the 60–48 eV energy range, are popu-
lated. These states can dissociate to C++O+ or C2++O limits,
as discussed in Sec. IV A.

The sum of the energies of the two electrons measured in
coincidence is shown in Fig. 13�a�. The kinetic energy scale
was converted in binding energy: Ebinding=h��287.4 eV�
−Ekinetic. The spectrum extends from 38 eV up to 80 eV of
binding energy and gives the energy distribution of the CO2+

states if we assume that they are populated in a Franck-
Condon transition. In the case of a sequential decay, CO
+h�→CO++efast

− →CO2++eslow
− +efast

− , the energy distribu-
tions of the individual electrons should represent the energy
distribution of the intermediate electronic states.

To further investigate the decay dynamics, we analyzed
the energy distribution of the slow electrons measured in
coincidence with fast electrons for different energy regions
of the spectrum in Fig. 13�a�. Figure 13 shows three distinct
energy selections we have made in �A� and the resulting
energy distributions of slow electrons in �B�–�D�. For CO2+

states in the 68–78 eV binding energy range, region �B�, the
slow Auger electron spectrum can be interpreted as the edge
of a U-shaped distribution with a maximum at 0 eV charac-
teristic of a direct double Auger decay. For CO2+ states in the
48–58 eV binding energy range, region �C�, discrete peaks
are observed on top of the direct double decay background.
The third energy region �D� corresponds to the 39–43 eV
binding energy range and the lower CO2+ states. The related
slow electron spectrum is the one already displayed in Fig.
12�c�, with a broad maximum at 2 eV, associated to the auto-
ionization of the CO+� states D4. Contribution of discrete
peaks is here increased. Their origin can be understood in the
bottom panel in Fig. 13. It corresponds to the distribution of
low energy electrons, selected in region T of the two-
dimension electron-electron correlation map in Fig. 12�a�.
Region T corresponds to a vertical cut of the coincidence
map, different from the diagonal cuts �B�–�D�. In this cut, the
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FIG. 12. �Color online� �a� Zoom of the electron-electron corre-
lation map in Fig. 11, corresponding to energies of 0–6 eV for the
slow electron and 227–255 eV for the fast electron �given in bind-
ing energy on the top of the graph�. �b� On the top of the figure is
shown �in blue� the energy distribution of the fast electron. In the
2D map the broad diagonal line indicates the CO2+ ground state. �c�
On the right �in red� is shown the energy distribution of the slow
electron, for electron pairs selected in a 4 eV band around this line.
Structures at 0.2, 0.7, 1.6, and 4 eV in the 2D map are due to false
coincidences which have been subtracted in the 1D projection.
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energy of the fast electron is fixed, which corresponds to the
selection of a CO+� intermediate state. Here, restriction to
region T selects CO+� states with binding energies in the
36–41.3 eV range. It is chosen to sit below the CO2+ thresh-
old at 41.325 eV, and above the C++O+ thermochemical
threshold at 35.98 eV corresponding to region I in Fig. 5. In
the coincident slow Auger electron distribution in Fig. 13
�region T�, the features associated to the formation of CO2+

states in the Franck-Condon region completely vanish and
the spectrum shows only discrete lines. Only transitions that
correspond to a sequential decay process take place in this
energy range. As observed for lower photon energies for the
first time by Becker et al. �55� and then by Hikosaka and
Eland �49� these transitions correspond to autoionization of
excited states of atomic oxygen �see Table III�, after frag-
mentation of the CO+� ion following the four-step sequential
process:

CO + h��287.4 eV� → CO�,

CO� → CO+� + efast
− ,

CO+� → C+ + O�,

O� → O+ + eslow
− .

Figure 14 shows the energy distribution of the fast Auger
electrons in coincidence with the oxygen atomic peaks ob-
served in the 0.39–0.52 eV energy range shown in Fig. 13
�region T�. This figure clearly demonstrates that the main
CO+� electronic states leading to the autoionization of atomic
oxygen have binding energies above the CO2+ threshold �see
discussion of region II of the KECD in Sec. I�. These states
created after spectator decay are dissociative and all have an
electron in the 2� orbital. During dissociation the electron in
the 2� orbital is transferred to the neutral oxygen atom, to a
superexcited Rydberg state with a �2P� or �2D� core, that lies
above the O+�4S� ionization limit of the atomic oxygen and
can then undergo subsequent autoionization. This sequential
processes finally leads to C+�2P�+O+�4S� ground states of
the ionic fragments lying at 35.98 eV above the CO ground
state.

The shape of the spectrum in Fig. 14 recalls that of Fig.
12�b�, but CO+� states �D4� and �D5� are found to present a
different probability to lead to O� autoionization. The D5
components also appear truncated in Fig. 14, probably due to
the different behavior of unresolved states which could be
separated with a better resolution on the fast electron. Fi-
nally, the significant probability of atomic autoionization,
found for CO+� states lying just above the C+ /O+ limit at
35.98 eV, below the CO2+ threshold is confirmed. These
states lead to a low KER and contribute to region I of the
KECD plot in Figs. 6�a�.

Many studies have already identified this decay channel
as a major contributory process in the formation of C++O+

ions after valence photoionization below the CO2+ threshold
�49,52,55,56�. The spectrum obtained in Fig. 13 �region T�
compares to the spectrum obtained recently by Hikosaka and
Eland �49� after photoionization at h�=40.814 eV. The only
difference is the CO+� ion is here created indirectly by non-
radiative relaxation of the C 1s core-excited molecule.
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Becker et al. �55� recalled that the two processes, relaxation
of the CO+� ion forming CO2+ that dissociates to C++O+ or
dissociation of the CO+� ion followed by relaxation of the
atomic O� fragment, differ only from each other by the in-
teratomic distance where the electronic decay takes place.
Fast dissociation after core excitation was identified for the
first time in HBr �57� and later in many molecules. In the
case of CO, the potential energy curve of the intermediate
�2
�−1�2��+1 state is not dissociative. The dynamics of the
core excitation does not influence much the decay and we
observe basically the same subsequent sequential decay ob-
served after direct photoionization just below the CO2+ for-
mation threshold. However, it is remarkable that through this
process, the localized excitation of the C 1s core orbital
leads to a delocalization of the decay process via the delo-
calized 2� valence orbital, and to autoionization in the
atomic oxygen fragment. Contrary to the observation made
in �55�, and not confirmed by later experiments �49�, we do
not observe peaks corresponding to autoionization in the
atomic carbon fragment at the resonance.

V. CONCLUSION

We have studied double Auger decay following core-shell
excitation of a molecule, namely C 1s→2�� excitation of
carbon monoxide. Using three complementary coincident
techniques, two distinct mechanisms have been observed and
assigned to direct and sequential double Auger decay. Direct
double Auger decay was characterized through the continu-
ous energy sharing between the two Auger electrons emitted
simultaneously in the process. This gives rise to a character-
istic U-shaped energy distribution with a nonzero intensity in
an energy region where no CO+ states are found. This is

illustrated by the electron-electron coincident measurements
covering the whole electron energy range. The high reso-
lution electron-electron data also allows one to identify un-
ambiguously the sequential process involving the dissocia-
tion of the molecular ion CO+� followed by autoionization of
the oxygen fragment. The contribution of each double ion-
ization channels, leading to C++O+, CO2+, C2++O, and
O2++C, and the production of an associated low energy elec-
tron �Ee�15 eV� have been resolved using the vector cor-
relation method. This method also allows one to characterize
a specific contribution from molecular autoionization chan-
nels populated after decay of CO+� states and assigned to
specific binding energy regions. These measurements give
access to the molecular frame slow-Auger electron angular
distributions that will be reported separately. A higher reso-
lution in the analysis of the fast electrons, for electron-
electron and electron-ion coincidence experiments, and the
low energy electrons in the vector correlation experiment, is
needed for a higher degree of understanding of these com-
plex decay mechanisms.
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